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Control of emission by intermolecular fluorescence resonant energy transfer (IFRET) and intermolecular charge
transfer (ICT) is investigated with the quantum-chemistry method using two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) real space analysis methods. The work is based on the experiment of tunable emission
from doped 1,3,5-triphenyl-2-pyrazoline (TPP) organic nanoparticles (Peng, A. D.; et al.AdV. Mater. 2005,
17, 2070). First, the excited-state properties of the molecules, which are studied (TPP and DCM) in that
experiment, are investigated theoretically. The results of the 2D site representation reveal the electron-hole
coherence and delocalization size on the excitation. The results of 3D cube representation analysis reveal the
orientation and strength of the transition dipole moments and intramolecular or intermolecular charge transfer.
Second, the photochemical quenching mechanism via IFRET is studied (here “resonance” means that the
absorption spectrum of TPP overlaps with the fluorescence emission spectrum of DCM in the doping system)
by comparing the orbital energies of the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and the LUMO (lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital) of DCM and TPP in absorption and fluorescence. Third, for the DCM-TPP
complex, the nonphotochemical quenching mechanism via ICT is investigated. The theoretical results show
that the energetically lowest ICT state corresponds to a pure HOMO-LUMO transition, where the densities
of the HOMO and LUMO are strictly located on the DCM and TPP moieties, respectively. Thus, the lowest
ICT state corresponds to an excitation of an electron from the HOMO of DCM to the LUMO of TPP.

I. Introduction

The resonance energy transfer between molecules, or between
chromophores within a large molecule, plays a central role in
many areas of modern chemistry and physics.1 For example,
doping techniques leading to intermolecular fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (IFRET) have been proven to be an effec-
tive way to improve the luminescence efficiency and tune the
emission color of electroluminescent material.2,3 IFRET is a
photophysical effect where energy that is absorbed by one
fluorescent molecule (donor) is transferred nonradiatively to
another fluorescent molecule (acceptor). The result is the de-
crease of lifetime and the quenching of fluorescence of donor
species and the concomitant increase of fluorescence intensity
of acceptor species. The efficiency of IFRET depends on the
electronic coupling between the chromophores and the nuclear
overlap integral (Franck-Condon factor). The latter together
with the energy conservation principle leads to the overlap be-
tween the donor fluorescence spectrum and the acceptor absorp-
tion spectrum.4 The energy-transfer rate can be expressed as5

whereτ0 is the radiative lifetime at the donor excited state,R is
the distance between the fluorophores, andR0 is the Förster
radius. The orientation factor is defined as

whereθT is the angle between the donor emission transition
moment and the acceptor absorption transition moment andθD

andθA are the angles between the donor-acceptor connection
line and the donor emission and the acceptor absorption
transition moments, respectively. The Fo¨rster radius is maxi-
mized when the host emission and the guest absorption exhibit
good spectral overlap. The degree of overlap can be written as
an integral

where λ is the wavelength of the light,εA(λ) is the molar
extinction coefficient of the acceptor, andfD(λ) is the normalized
fluorescence spectrum of the donor.

The nonphotochemical quenching via intermolecular charge
transfer (ICT) also plays an important role in many areas of
chemistry and physics, such as in the fields of dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs) and photosynthetic reaction centers.6-10

From the point of view of quantum chemistry, in an ICT state,
an electron is transferred from one orbitali of a donor to an
orbital j of an acceptor. As a result, a hole appears on the donor
and an extra electron is localized on the acceptor.6 The excitation
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energy of the ICT state can be expressed as11

whereEIP is the ionization potential of the donor,EEA is the
electron affinity of acceptor, ande2/R is the electrostatic
attraction between separated charges. The ground state and the
excited ICT state wave functions can be written as12

where Ψ0(DA) is the configuration for the normal, weakly
bound complex andΨ1(D+A-) is the CT configuration. For
weakly bound complexes,b , a and little charge is transferred
from the donor to the acceptor in the ground state. The transition
dipole moment for the ICT transition in a weak complex can
be approximated asVeg ≈ a*bµ11 + aa*µ01,13 whereµ11 is the
static dipole moment of the ion pairs in the ICT configuration
andµ01 is the transition dipole〈Ψ1|µ|Ψ0〉.

To visually inspect the spatial distribution of the excitation
for large conjugated polymers, several elaborate theoretical
methods have been developed. One is the two-dimensional (2D)
site representation of the transition density matrix,14-18 which
is employed to analyze the electron-hole coherence and the
excitation delocalization in conjugated molecules. In addition,
the three-dimensional (3D) cube representation of the transition
density (TD)18-27 and the charge difference density (CDD)18,20-27

have been used to analyze the charge and energy transfer in
several conjugated polymers.18-27

To interpret theoretically the experiment of tunable emission
from doped 1,3,5-triphenyl-2-pyrazoline (TPP) organic nano-
particles,2 the theoretical model of controlling the emission by
intermolecular charge and energy transfer in the DCM-TPP
complexes (see Figure 1) is presented in this paper. The article
is organized as follows. In section II, the theoretical approaches

are described. In section III, the excited-state properties of DCM
and TPP are studied with quantum-chemistry methods as well
as 2D and 3D real space analyses. In section IV, the quenching
mechanisms of the DCM fluorescence are analyzed. We point
out a possibility of quenching via ICT by studying the excited-
state properties of the DCM-TPP complex, where the first

Figure 1. Chemical structure of TPP and DCM. The atoms in TPP
and the molecular groups in DCM are labeled. The following figures
use the same labeling.

EICT(R) ) EIP + EEA - e2

R
(4)

Ψg ) aΨ0(DA) + bΨ1(D
+A-) (5.a)

Ψe ) aΨ1(D
+A-) - bΨ0(DA) (5.b)

TABLE 1: Calculated Absorption and Fluorescence
Wavelengths (nanometers) and Their Corresponding
Oscillator Strengths (in the parentheses) for DCM, TPP, and
the DCM-TPP Complex

DCM TPP TPP-DCM

absorption fluorescence absorption absorption

S1 361 (0.56)a 361(0.57) 424 (0.57) 437 (1.13) 509 (0.00)
S2 448 (1.60)
S3 385 (0.03)
S4 376 (0.05)
S5 367(0.42)

a Calculated with Turbomole 5.71 and other theoretical results were
calculated with Gaussian 03.

Figure 2. Contour plots of transition density matrixes corresponding
to the |Q|2 and |P|2 operators of DCM, TPP, and the DCM-TPP
complex in absorption and fluorescence. Transitions correspond to the
states indicated in the lower left corners of the plots.
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excited state is the ICT state. In section V, a short conclusion
closes the presentation.

II. Method

The ground-state geometry optimizations of DCM, TPP, and
the DCM-TPP complex were performed, using density func-
tional theory (DFT)28 with Becke’s three-parameter hybrid
exchange functional with Lee-Yang-Parr gradient-corrected
correlation functional (B3LYP functional)29 at the 6-31G basis
level. The molecular geometry of the lowest excited state was
optimized at the configuration interaction singles (CIS)/STO-
3G level.30 No constraints to bonds/angles/dihedral angles were
applied in the calculations, and all atoms were free to be
optimized. The excited-state electronic structures were calculated
using time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)31 with
the B3LYP/6-31G method. All of the above quantum-chemical
calculations were performed with the Gaussian 03 suite of
programs.32 At the excited-state optimal geometry, the transition
frequency and oscillator strength correspond to the vertical
fluorescence.33-35 Absorption and fluorescence points were
treated at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G//B3LYP/6-31G and TD-B3LYP/
6-31G//CIS/STO-3G levels, respectively, in conventional quan-
tum-chemical notation “single point//optimization level”.33-35

The geometry optimizations of DCM for the ground
state were also performed with the DFT method using the
B3LYP_Gaussian functional and SV(P) basis set. The excited-
state electronic structures were also calculated by the TD-DFT
method B3LYP functional, and SV(P) basis set, using Turbo-
mole Suite.36

2D Site Representations.The exciton coordinate and
momentum operators can be defined as14,18,26

and

wherean,u
+ (an,o) are the creation and annihilation operators for

the unoccupied (u) and occupied (o) molecular orbitals for the
exciton at site (atom)n. The coefficientRu,o

λ is the configura-
tion interaction (CI) coefficient of theo f u transition to the
λth excited state. Whenn * m, eq 6 represents the exciton
coherence and eq 7 represents the oscillation of the electron-
hole pair between orbitalsn andm.18,26 Whenn ) m, Qλ ) 2
∑u,o Ru,o

λ ∑n an,u
+ an,o determines the corresponding transition

density andPλ ) 0. For 2D site representation of the exciton
coordinate and momentum, we use the reduced matrices

respectively.14 Thus,|Pλ|2 describes the oscillation of the electron
and hole from the atomic sitesn to m and vice versa, while
|Qλ|2 is a measure of the delocalization of the exciton as a
whole for the transition from the ground state to theλth excited
state.26

3D Cube Representation.When n ) m in eq 6, the
coordinate operator leads to the transition density in 3D cube
representation.20 The transition densityFλ0 contains information

about the spatial location of the excitation22 and is directly
related to the transition dipole

Furthermore, it is of particular relevance for excitonic interaction
at shorter distances.20 Besides the transition density, the charge
difference density (CDD) between the ground and the excited
states can also be calculated.21

III. Excited-state Properties of DCM and TPP

The calculated absorption and fluorescence frequencies and
oscillator strengths of DCM and TPP are listed in Table 1. The
results are in good agreement with the experimental data.2 Figure
2. shows the contour plots representing the|Q1|2 and |P1|2 for
DCM and TPP in absorption and fluorescence. The contour plots
of TPP show that excitation is delocalized over the whole
molecule. The|Q1|2 and|P1|2 plots are not significantly different.
The physical meaning of the differences between|Q1|2 and|P1|2
has been discussed in another study of excited-state properties
of neutral and charged conjugated polymers and oligomers.26

For example, the electron-hole coherence of a nitrogen atom
#3 is rather high for atoms #4, #10, #12, #13, and #17 seen in
the |Q1|2 plot, while electron-hole oscillations occur between
#3 N and atoms #10-#12, #16-#18, #21, and #22 according
to the|P1|2 plot. For DCM and the TTP-DCM complex, only
|Q1|2 plots are presented. In DCM, one can clearly see that unit
#4 is not involved in the excited state. The plots of absorption
and fluorescence for DCM are very similar indicating that the
excitation does not localize significantly. In conjugated polymers

Qλ ) ∑
u,o

Ru,o
λ ∑

m,n

(an,u
+ am,o + am,u

+ an,o) (6)

Pλ ) ∑
u,o

Ru,o
λ ∑

m,n

(an,u
+ am,o - am,u

+ an,o) (7)

|Qλ|2

and

|Pλ|2 (8)

Figure 3. Molecular orbital energies and densities of the HOMOs and
LUMOs of DCM, TPP, and the DCM-TPP complex, where the CI
main coefficients of orbital transitions are shown. We point out that
the squares of all CI coefficients of a transition add up to 0.5.

µλ,0 ) e∫ rFλ0(r) d3r (9)
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such as PPV, the electron-hole coherence in fluorescence is
substantially localized compared with the absorption.16

For DCM and TPP, the S1 state is almost a purely HOMO to
LUMO transition in both absorption and fluorescence. The
energies and the corresponding orbital distributions for the
HOMO and LUMO together with the CI coefficients can be
seen in Figure 3a. As expected, the HOMO-LUMO energy
gap is higher in absorption than in fluorescence, so the
absorption frequency is larger than the fluorescence frequency.35

From Figure 3a, for DCM, the HOMO is mainly distributed
over #1 and #2, while the LUMO is mainly on #2 and #3.
Consequently, we expect that the HOMO to LUMO transition
would lead to a charge transfer from #1 to #3, while #2 acts as
a bridge. The CDDs and TDs of the molecules are shown in
the Figure 4. Indeed, the CDD of DCM confirms the above-
expected trend. From the TDs, one can get a good idea about
the orientation of the transition dipole moments. For TPP, it is
oriented along theπ-conjugation of the molecule, and for DCM,
it is oriented from group #1 to group #3. There is no significant

difference between the absorption and fluorescence TDs and
CDDs for DCM.

IV. DCM Fluorescence Quenching Mechanisms

The general condition of the energy transfer is that the
transition energy of the donor fluorescence has to mach the
energy of the acceptor absorption reasonably well. From Figure
3a, one can see that this is indeed the case, and from Figure 3b,
we expect an efficient donor fluorescence quenching via IFRET
provided that the mutual orientation of the molecules leads to
a sufficiently high orientation factorK.

The calculated absorption frequencies and the oscillator
strengths of the DCM-TPP complex are listed in Table 1. The
second and the fifth excited states have strong oscillator
strengths. Inspection of the electron-hole correlation maps
(Figure 2), the molecular orbitals which correspond to the
transitions (Figure 3b), and the TDs (Figure 4) show that these
states are almost purely TPP and DCM molecular transitions.
The first singlet excited state has zero transition strength. The

Figure 4. Transition densities (TDs) and charge difference densities (CDDs) of TPP, DCM, and the DCM-TPP complex in absorption (A) and
fluorescence (F), where the green and the red stand for the hole and electron, respectively.
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molecular orbitals, electron-hole correlation maps, and CDD
clearly show that this state is an ICT state.

From the above results, we conclude that the emission of
DCM is controlled not only by IFRET but also by ICT. This
ICT excited state can also be considered as a dissociated exciton
state, where the electron promoted in the LUMO level of the
excited donor (LD) can be transferred to the lower-lying LUMO
level of the acceptor (LA), with the hole remaining on the
HOMO level of the donor, thereby forming a polaron pair. Thus,
this photoinducedelectron-transferprocess has converted light
into charges. Note that the same final charge-separated state
can be reached when the acceptor is initially photoexcited,
following a photoinducedhole-transferprocess from the HOMO
level of the acceptor (HA) to the HOMO level of the donor (HD).
Our theoretical findings indicate that the studied materials may
be interesting from the point of view of optoelectronic devices
such as solar cells and photodiodes.

V. Conclusion

The theoretical model of controlling the emission by inter-
molecular charge and energy transfer has been presented. The
study is based on the experiment of tunable emission from doped
1,3,5-triphenyl-2-pyrazoline organic nanoparticles. We show that
the IFRET is not the only quenching channel and propose that
a significant part of the DCM fluorescence can be quenched by
ICT.
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